Presentation to Hon’ble Chief Minister
•
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Happy City - Panel members.

Guy Perry, Senior Advisor,
McKinsey
Architect & urban designer with
focus on redefining standard for
development & human wellbeing
focused environments
Purushottam Kaushik, Ex- MD,
Cisco
Experienced expert, advisor and
trusted consultant across Smart
cities, IOT, Digital India

Ramesh Ramanathan Founder and
Chairman of Janalakshmi
Expertise on Urbanization policy
advocacy and training
Manosh De, Urban designer and
master planner, CH2M
Extensive experience in master
planning and urban strategy
projects to promote sustainable
development
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What are the various elements of Livability and Happiness ?
…to develop comprehensive livability and happiness framework

Leveraged global rankings…
Happiness Indices

▪1

▪2

Livability rankings

▪3

Social Infrastructure
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Health &
wellbeing

Education

Housing

Community elements

A

B

Social
connectivity

Security

Work-life balance

A
Work
environment

▪4

Other elements

A

B

C

D

E

F

Sustainability

Infrastructure

Governance
& civil
liberties

Mobility
&
accessibility

Sports,
culture
& recreation

Economy

SOURCE :World Happiness Report, United Nations Sustainable Development Solutions Network; Global Power City Index, Institute for UrbHappy planet index Strategies; Livability ranking by Economist
Intelligence Unit (EIU); Happy City Index, UK; Livability Index, AARP, USA; Livability Standards, MoUD, GoI; City Livability Framework; Mercer, Monocle, Arcadis, Happy planet index, Santa Monica well
being project
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APCRDA

What is Amaravati’s vision?
Elements covered under
various theme cities

Amaravati to be one of the top 3 most Happies
cities in the world within 20 years

1. Social
Infrastructure

2. Community
elements

3. Work life balance

a) Health & wellbeing

a) Social
connectivity

a) Work
environment

b) Education

b) Security

4. Other elements

c) Housing

 Economy,
Infrastructure
Sustainability,
Governance and
civil liberties,
Mobility &
Accessibility,
Sports cultural &
recreational

5. Technology for livability & happiness
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APCRDA

Recommendations of panel (1/3)
▪

What aspects of planning should CRDA improve to achieve the vision?

– Testing concepts in a structured manner:
▫ Given the greenfield nature, city needs to be demonstrate a proof concept in one ore more
areas

▫ Hence, ensure flexibility in Masterplan to adapt and learn from practical experience and take
constant feedback to address any deviations from capital city vision

– Transportation:
▫ Primary focus on active mobility including walking and cycling
▫ Conscious effort to reduce automobile dependence i.e., limiting sales of cars within the next
two years, certificate of entitlement, pricing for usage making it expensive to own car

▫ Engaging multiple modes of shared transit (carpooling etc.) before public transit is in place to
avoid excessive car usage

▫ Eventual testing ground for autonomous vehicles e.g., Partner with companies such as Google,
Volvo and Uber to invite them to use Amaravati roads as test patch for autonomous vehicles
& driverless cars

▪

How can Education and Housing be a key differentiator?

– Education: Invite International schools recognized for excellence in honing critical skills required
to solve increasingly complex real life problems and encouraging active extracurriculars
designed for all round development

McKinsey & Company
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Recommendations of panel (2/3)
– Housing:
▫ Ensure a range of housing offerings in human scale well serviced neighborhoods
▫ Provide rental cost subsidies to employees through companies who made significant
investment for job creation in Amaravati

▪ How can you create a vibrant caring community and real life social connectivity in Amaravati?
– Actively create events/groups to connect citizens from different communities to come together for common
interest such as yoga, art of Living, carnatic music and dance

▪ How can Amaravati score high on work life balance which is a key parameter of Happiness index?
– Create opportunity for people to enjoy and take pride in their work in Amaravati
– Institutionalize companies for positive work environment through annual “Best employee friendly company
award by APCRDA” with significant tax and financial incentives

McKinsey & Company
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Recommendations of panel (3/3)
▪

What are the top technology driven livability ideas?

– Develop “City Brain” project- intelligence driven policing strategy leveraging artificial

intelligence to make real time decisions to reduce traffic congestion, road accidents and crime
rates

– Uberisation, one touch make ready
– Infrastructure readiness for e-health and e-education
– Government with a face through video collaboration

▪

What can be the anchor project in Phase 1 to improve livability?

– Anchor project in Phase 1: Tieup with technology companies to achieve objectives discussed e.g.,
City Brain, electric vehicles, autonomous cars, electric bikes etc.

McKinsey & Company
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Urban design – Panel members.
Guy Perry, Senior Advisor,
McKinsey
Architect & urban designer with
focus on redefining standard for
development & human wellbeing
focused environments
Manosh De, Urban designer and
master planner, CH2M
Extensive experience in master
planning and urban strategy
projects to promote sustainable
development
Dheeraj Patil, Founder Green Space
Alliance
Over 15 years of international
experience in urban planning and
urban design, leading design
development of eco city
masterplans

Pedro Haberbosch, Partner and
Architect, Fosters+Partners
Co-leads the practice’s New York
Studio and currently working on
mixed use developments in Rio de
Janeiro and Mexico City
Jerald Morgan, Design Director,
CH2M
Experience of over 30 years, he is
Design Director for Dubai expo 2020
and involved in the design of master
plan and venues
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Urban Design Strategy – Areas of discussion.
Objective:
Building a high quality cohesive and sustainable built environment that provides an excellent
quality of life for its citizens
Key themes and topics:
• Should the approach to urban design in Amaravati be any different to the rest of the world?
• What are the most important considerations trends/innovations for Amaravati to adopt
now so that it can be counted amongst the identifiable cities in the world?
• What are the mechanisms to be used to make urban design more effective? How do we
make them actionable?
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Urban Design Strategy – Recommendations.
Discussion Areas

Recommendations

Should the approach to
urban design in Amaravati
be any different to the rest
of the world?

•

Guidelines should have cross cultural reference with exchange of ideas with
the built form reflecting changing technology and time

•

The city should grow incrementally and inclusively, with feasibility being the
determining factor for any development

What are the most
important considerations
trends/innovations for
Amaravati to adopt now so
that it can be counted
amongst the identifiable
cities in the world?

•

Land use plans should be linked with urban design guidelines, for e.g.
building frontage can be integrated with the public realm/ streets

•

People need to be kept at the centre of the entire development; creating
First residents as the promoters of the city

•

Promoting healthy lifestyle through city design, eg walking, cycling, etc.

•

Create Civic pride through community & socio-cultural activities

•

Setting up a Urban Design Authority to keep a tab on feasibility along-with
ensuring progress of the project through a systematic process

What are the mechanisms
to be used to make urban
design more effective? How
do we make them
actionable?

• The implementation of the codes will be supported by modern tools. For e.g.
a. BIM/ GIS/ CDE/ Schedule collaboration to allow better understanding of
phasing, and impacts to the surrounding
b. Set up of an immersive experience centre that will showcase the planned
designs. This will help people understand the urban design in a virtual
environment before it is built.
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Sustainability – Panel members.
Sanjay Seth, Senior Director, TERI
Over 25 years’ experience in across
multiple infrastructure sectors,
leading planning and implementation
of large scale Greenfield townships
and smart cities
Juzer Kothari, MD, Conserve
Consultants
12 years of work experience in
sectors related to energy and water
auditing, green building certification
Raji Panicker, Sustainbility Expert,
CH2M
18 years of experience in HVAC and
Green building, currently handling
design and review of Airports, Large
Developments, Low and High rise
buildings etc.

Christopher Trott, Head of
Sustainability, Fosters+Partners
Extensive experience of bringing
sustainability to design through
highly integrated multidisciplinary
collaboration.
K.J.Ramnadh, Regional Head,
Project Management Group,
CBRE
Over 22 years of experience in
construction management and
project management for large
buildings projects.
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Sustainability – Discussion Agenda
• How can we incorporate macro climate in our contemporary building design with the
latest technologies / materials available commercially?
• How sourcing of building materials / designing of building structures for individual
buildings in such large scale development can be planned so that it does not impact
the environment?
• In Amravati 50% housing is planned for low and medium income groups. What kind of
climate resilient features these buildings should have in order to meet the cost
effectiveness and sustainability at the same time?
• What alternate cooling technologies can be visualized in the near future that may be
used to drive the city towards sustainability in time to come?
• What needs to be incorporated in the building at the designing stage and O&M so
that they remain future proof?
15

Sustainability – Recommendations
• Green Buildings and City sustainability parameters to be included:
o In Zoning Regulations.
o As Guidelines and Standards

• Developing minimum standards and KPIs for Amaravati - to define new
benchmarks for replication in other Indian cities
• Regulatory and fiscal incentives for promoting implementation of green
buildings in the private sector – e.g. additional FSI and relaxation of fees.
• Making Amaravati an ‘Affordable Sustainable City’ through cost effective
active and passive design strategies
• Ensuring sustainability policy and regulations for Amaravati to go beyond
buildings to neighbourhood and city level
• Amaravati to take leadership role in ‘Sustainable Cities Alliance’
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ICT & Smart Cities – Panel members.

J. Satyanarayana, IAS (R), Advisor
to Hon’ble CM
Founder of e-Seva, and leading
formulation of e-Governance and
Capacity Building Roadmaps for
states
NSN Murty, Partner & Leader, Smart
Cities, PwC
Thought Leader on smart cities, he
designed several projects in the area of
Smart Cities, Public Safety, Urban
Transportation and Sanitation

Purushottam Kaushik, Former MD,
Cisco
▪ Experienced expert, advisor and
trusted consultant across Smart
cities, IOT, Digital India
Raghunath Babu, Surbana Jurong

Key in setting urban systems for URA,
Singapore and For last 13 years he has
been actively pioneering urban systems
setting up in various countries in Asia
and Africa

Rajeev Vijay, Director, CH2M
Over 25 years’ experience in across
multiple infrastructure sectors,
leading planning and implementation
of large scale Greenfield townships
and smart cities
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ICT & Smart Cities – Areas of discussion.
• What are the smart components that have been incorporated in Infrastructure, and are
they state-of-the art? How are they integrated?
• What is strategy for Total Lifecycle Digital Asset Management?
• What are popular e-services under Smart city? How are we making our way there?
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ICT & Smart Cities – Recommendations
• Planning for the ICT Network of the future
• Wireless 5G and high speed fibre telecommunication network will be critical for the IoT revolution;
• Smart poles, encapsulating all services required to be planned every 200ft
• Higher bandwidth network for smarter households

• ICT sensors
• Detailed use-cases to be worked out for each sector (such as reducing NRW for water) and prepare
roll-out plan

• Design Amaravati Enterprise Architecture
• Adopting IndEA Framework – India Enterprise Architecture, which provides reference models
• Based on the architecture, subsequently let the applications fit in

• Adopt Open API-based ecosystem
• Allowing public and private entities to leverage base systems on city data
• to unleash Innovation in Digital Services

• Design a Scalable & Sustainable Business Model
• for creating & managing ICT Infrastructure

• Establish Architecture Governance Board & IT Governance Board
• Establish regulatory environment for enforcement
20
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Transport & Mobility - Panel members.

Rama K, Senior Director, Olacabs
A seasoned professional with over 16
years of work experience in the start-up
ecosystem, responsible for various
initiatives within Ola like Public
Transport and Electric Buses.

Junji Shibata, Director, OCG Tokyo
Specialist in transport planning,
transportation strategy and policy
development with over 25 years
professional consulting experience
Prof. SL Dhingra, IIT Bombay
Over 40+ years research and teaching
experience and Professor Emeritus in
transport systems engineering

Robert Gallagher, NMT Specialist
Over 40 years’ experience, mainly in
South Asia and the UK, working in
Bangladesh for over 20 years on
government urban transport projects
Akshima Ghate, Associate Director, TERI
Leads policy research studies focusing on
promotion of sustainable and lowcarbon development of transport
systems for the Govt. of India,

Venkat Balusu, Roads & Highway
Expert, CH2M
With total experience of 17 years,
he has worked on various highways,
roads and land development
projects.
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Transport & Mobility - Areas of discussion.
• How do we reach 80% public transport share?
• How do we design roads and streets for improved NMT?
• What is the plan ahead for electric vehicles and other upcoming trends?
• How do we adopt Mobility-as-a-service, and roadmap towards building TFL.
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Transport & Mobility - Recommendations.
Discussion Areas
How do we reach 80%
public transport share?

Recommendations
•

Implement BRTS/ Metro ahead of time and not wait for demand to kick-in

•

Single fare between any 2 points across all transport modes

•

Formation of parking policy upfront is critical

How do we design roads •
and streets for
improved NMT?
•
What is the plan ahead
for electric vehicles and
other upcoming trends?
How do we adopt
Mobility-as-a-service,
and roadmap towards
building TFL?

Infra. isn’t enough – key is to promote cycling. Identify champions and
bring behavioural change
Make NMT routes attractive, ensure safety & enforce showers at offices

•

Planning for vehicle charging Station is key – size, locations, type etc.

•

Building Bye laws should enforce charging stations at all locations

•

Incentives to be given – capital subsidy, tax sops, low parking prices

•

Seamless real time information to users is critical

•

Predictability of service with real time travel conditions are important

•

Transfers at multi-modal nodes should be smooth and delay free

•

Single integrated smart payment system should enforce.
24
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Water, Wastewater and Storm Water – Panel members

Loh Ah Tuan, CLC Singapore
30 years+ in Ministry of Environment
and Water resources, Singapore.
Award PM’s gold medal for his role in
cleaning of Singapore River
Prof. Jayakumar, NIT Warangal
20 yrs+ experience in Hydrology,
Water Resource Management and
Urban Water Management
Prof. Absar Kasmi, IIT Roorkee
Professor of Environmental Engg at IIT
Roorkee with about 20 years of
expertise in sustainable solid waste
and wastewater treatment
Veera A, Stormwater Expert, CH2m
14+ yrs in design of water supply
systems,rainwater harvesting etc for
Airports, Hospitals, IT Parks, mixed use
developments and Townships.

Jamie Ewert, CRCWC, Australia
Over 21 yrs experience in the water and
environment industry in roles in service
delivery, regulation, policy, working with
cities across Australia to develop
practical water sensitive projects
Rajesh Adhyam , VP at Suez India
24 years experience with some of the
leading Companies of Water Industry
along with extensive experience in
developing large Water Infrastructure
projects in India.
Shital Chinchwade, Associate Director,
CH2M
Over 22 years of extensive experience
in master planning of water resources,
water supply and sewerage projects
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Water, Wastewater and Storm Water – Areas of discussion.
• Commissioning the systems inline with the growth of the city over time
• Building resiliency with regard to quality and quantity of water
• Emerging trends in Water treatment and ZLD concepts
• Ensuring the canals are also friendly public spaces
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Water, Wastewater and Storm Water – Recommendations.
Discussion Areas
Commissioning systems
inline with the growth of
the city over time
Building resiliency with
regard to quality and
quantity of water
Emerging trends in Water
treatment & ZLD concepts

Recommendations

•

Decentralized and modular systems to be deployed which may be scaled
up with demand

•

The proposed design shall be reviewed in the context of climate change
resiliency

•

Diversity of sources is critical – limit exposure to upstream Krishna users

•

Provision should be made for future tech upgrade of treatment systems

•

Integrated sludge management - recover energy/ use as fertilizers

•

Maintenance should be rigorous to maintain efficiency of WTP

•

Water, waste water & storm should have a single water authority and all
3 should be interlinked.

Ensuring the canals are
•
also friendly public spaces
•

Develop natural drains and no concrete should be used
Develop detention/ retention facilities and explore bio swales and
constructed wetlands
28
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Power & Renewables - Panel members.

Milan Marinkovic , Power Expert
CH2M
Over 30 years of experience
working in the power industry
sector with extensive experience
working in large urban
development projects.

Christopher Trott,
Fosters+Partners
Head of Sustainability and guiding
all projects in aspects of social,
environmental and economic
sustainability.

Sambasiva Rao, Rtd.SE,
APTRANSCO
Government veteran with
extensive experience in power
sector through his work with
APTRANSCO.

Sethuraman Ganesan, Technology
Manager, ABB
Over 30 years experience in
powergrid division in the US and
Middle East ABB- Leading Electrical
systems provider in the world
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Power & Renewables - Areas of discussion.
• Identify how to make energy infrastructure
• Reliable
• Smart
• Sustainable
• Align with Project Vision and India’s international climate commitments
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Power & Renewables - Recommendations.
• Amaravati’s Solar generation theoretical capacity (1800 MW) is equvalent to 50% of the
city’s peak demand. Hence, policy need to be prepared to enfore mandatory use of solar
roof top power generation.
• Latest technologies including EV charging Infra and BESS (Battery Energy Storage Systems)
with micro grid concept need to be considered. Building wiring codes and requlations to be
rewied to enable better interface with smart network features and benefit from micro grid
features.
• Smart components to be developed upfront as the incremental cost would be very less
compared to base power infra costs
• To fully benefit from “no dig” policy enough spares of power/ICT ducts should be provided
to run power cables in future without digging the ground.
• In addition to peak demand tariff grades curently in use Day Time Tariff policy to be
consider in order to moderate overall network demand and reduce CAPEX and OPEX
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Construction management – Panel members.

Krishna Nistala, Founder, i2R
Consulting Pvt. Ltd
Over 25 years of experience in large
infrastructure projects, including his
tenure with Egis as Global Director of
Urban sector.
Sikander Jain, MD, CH2M
Over 20-year experience in
infrastructure development across
all sectors, with a focus on major
development programmes,
including greenfield developments.

K.J.Ramnadh, Regional Head,
Project Management Group,
CBRE
Over 22 years of experience in
construction management and
project management for large
buildings projects.

Kamesh Rao, CEO, GMR Airport
Developers Limited
Over 34 years of varied experience in
the field of Infrastructure across the
globe- Luxury hotels, Universities,
Car plants, Roads and now Airports.
Manish Chheda, MD Auctus Advisors
Over 18+ years of global consulting
experience across range of
geographies, focused on long term
strategic support to CEOs of
conglomerates and governments
Bharatt Raaj, HSE Lead – India, CH2M
Chartered Health Safety &
Environmental (HSE) professional with
extensive industry experience to
design, develop & deliver HSE
solutions of over 17 years.
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Construction Management – Areas of Discussion
• How do we ensure coordination among various contractors and mechanisms to avoid delays
• How do we ensure enforcement of worker welfare and minimize occupational accident
• How do we minimize the impact of construction activities on local residents
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Construction Management – Recommendations
Discussion Areas
Coordination among various
contractors and mechanisms to
avoid delays

Recommendations
•
•
•
•

Enforcement of worker welfare
standards and minimizing
occupational accident

•
•
•
•

Minimization the impact of
construction activities on local
residents

•
•
•

Realistic timelines needed to build quality infrastructure
BIM and interface management mechanism to enhance
coordination
Workshops on closure of designs and Good for Construction
drawings upfront before construction
Integration of movements of construction logistics like material,
labour & Machinery movement to avoid delay
Contractors payments to be linked to welfare facilities to labour.
Providing training in skill development to workforce onsite
Common contractual clause to ensure wastage dumped at
dedicated locations.
Contractual clause to ensure proper safety standards like PPE
used by labour onsite.
Implementation of strict restriction on material logistic
movement through villages and penalties for noncompliance
App to receive the complaints from the local residents
Dedicated material laydown areas to ensure minimum impact
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Governance – Panel members.
Khoo Teng Cheye, Executive Director,
Centre for Liveable Cities
Chairman of the Ministry of
Manpower, Singapore’s Workplace
Safety and Health (WSH) Institute
Governing Board

SGK Kishore, CEO, GMR Hyd Int. Airport
An IAS officer with 17 yrs government
experience and currently CEO of GHAIL
which is recognized as World No. 2

Raghu Kesavan, Sr. Infrastructure
Specialist, World Bank
Extensive experience in supporting
governments in developing and
implementing infrastructure for
service delivery improvements,
providing institutional capacity

Matts Andersson, Independent
Consultant to World Bank
Expert on issues of metropolitan
management, specializing in urban,
metropolitan and development.

Manish Chheda, MD Auctus Advisors
Over 18+ years of global consulting
experience across range of geographies,
focused on long term strategic support to
CEOs of conglomerates and
governments
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Amaravati Governance Structure- Areas of Discussion
Objective:
Building a city governance framework that will help the city function effectively and
innovatively
Key themes and topics:
• What is the institutional framework that best governs Amaravati?
• What is the citizen engagement model that Amaravati should adopt?
• What is the Corporate and stakeholder engagement that Amaravati should pursue?
• What is the Capacity building to be done for the institutions?

15-12-2017
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Amaravati Governance Structure- Recommendations
Discussion Areas
What is the institutional
framework that best
governs Amaravati?
What is the citizen
engagement model that
Amaravati should adopt?
What is Corporate and
stakeholder engagement
that Amaravati should
pursue?
What is the Capacity
building to be done for
the institutions?

Recommendations
•

An integrated approach to planning & execution with seamless delivery
based on - Policy , Policing & Public Good as the pillars of governance

•

Governance framework must provide flexibility to adapt with time

•

Autonomy to utility Cos. to ensure successful business models

•

Governance should be looked at from the end user point of view

•

Technology, as already adopted in AP, to drive citizen engagement

•

Cultivate citizen ownership and responsibility

•

Corporates not only to be attracted , but to be retained through greater
ease of doing business in running operations.

•

Provide platform for industry, knowledge & policy to enhance innovation

•

Utility companies must be autonomous to capture the efficiencies of
the private capacity and trained in holistic governance of cities

•

Learnings from development of greenfield city of CRDA, ADC and EDB to
be institutionalized.
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MEDIA

Media & Entertainment City

Introduction & overall context of the global & Indian media and entertainment industry with emphasis on
key elements, trends and best practices from successful media cities globally. Leveraging learnings from
case examples to develop the vision for Amaravati Media City. Panel discussion with structured questions
Hassan Chahine, CEO Media
Digital Space
▪ Broadcast & telecom
experience in developing and
managing production, content
distribution and technology
implementation
Jaya Kumar P, CEO, Toonz
animation India
▪ Strategic experience in
international animation,
content production and media
distribution industry

Prabhakar Rao, Chairman and
MD, NSL Infratech
▪ Expertise of handling strategic
real estate and infrastructure
business in IT parks and
commercial buildings
K Basi Reddy, Chairman and MD,
Digiquest India Ltd.
 Instrumental in bringing digital
technology to films
 Exec Member of Film Federation
of India
Ravi Korukonda, COO & Cofounder X cube labs, PurpleTalk
 Startup founder with
experience Technology,
Telecom and Gaming

MEDIA

Pillars of Media City
•
AMC to become the top media city with
~60,000-65,000 direct jobs (~1,00,000 1,20,000 total jobs) by 2036

•
•
•

Animation/VFX
/ Gaming

Digital Ad &
social media

Telecom

•

First hub for
OTT

•

•

•

•

Major hub for
Telugu film
industry and
attract nonTelugu movies

•

Host largest esports progaming
championship

•

Attract
major social
media
players to
open office
Leverage
Telugu / local
culture

selected as priority
element it’s the

largest sector by size

Films and
Television

Capture ~1015% share of
Animation /
VFX / Gaming

Films and TV was

Get offices
of leading
Telecom
service
provider,
infrastructur
e provider
and Network
and IT
vendors

Talent - Media universities / colleges, skilling institutes
Quality living – Initiatives to get Amaravati into top 10 most livable cities globally (High quality
healthcare, clean air, houses across different affordability levels - wide variety of retail
entertainment dining options, etc.)
Soft infrastructure – ISP providers, Satellite operator, CDN providers etc.

•

AVGC (animation, VFX,
Gaming and Comics)
and Digital ad were
selected as they are
the fastest growing

•

Telecom is included
due to synergies with
media and jobs will

grow organically as the
city growth
•

Other elements of
Media, i.e., print, news,
OOH, music are
expected to grow
organically in the city

•

Develop talent,
quality living and

infrastructure will be
priority as key

enablers

Government Action Plan: 2021

MEDIA

Launch a Media focused integrated Business Park (IBP)
Attract one of the best Indian mixed use developers to develop an IBP focused on office spaces (with
50% focus on media), residential, retail / entertainment / dining and leisure
Announce Financial Incentives for Media Tenants: Animation, VFX, Gaming Companies
Policy for attracting media industry (similar to earlier IT policy) and competitive to other leading states
like Telangana, Karnataka including job creation, rental subsidy (25% subsidy on lease rentals up to INR 5
lakhs per annum ), reimbursement of expenditure for obtaining quality certification (upto 20% of
expenditure incurred up to a max of INR 4 lakhs), reimbursement of Internet Bandwidth charges up to
INR 2 Lakhs per annum for 3 years and exemption from statutory power cuts
Attract one “latest technology” based studio for Tollywood / Bollywood, TV, low cost content (phase 1)
20-30 acres
Facilitate this by providing land at nominal rates (~50 lakhs per acre) for studio construction and
ensuring a single window clearance mechanism
Cultivate and attract the best media talent
 Introduce media courses in existing universities (VIT, SRM, Amrutha), at affordable costs by
providing incentives, e.g., scholarships for students, enable placements via recruitment assistance
 Invite training centers to open an Amaravati branch ~2-3 acres
 Tie-up with Media Sector Skill Council at national level

Agenda for presentation by panelists :
• Livability
- Happy City

• Economic Development

- Urban Design

- Amaravati Media City as a destination
for global talent

- Sustainability

- Amaravati Sports City – Target 2036

• Infrastructure
- ICT & Smart Cities
- Transport & Mobility
- Water, Waste Water & Storm Water
- Power & Renewables

- Amaravati as a Global health and
wellness destination
- Amaravati – the knowledge economy
- Tourism city – the leisure destination
- Start-up Area Development

- Construction Management
• Governance
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Amaravati Sports City- Target 2036
Introduction & overall context of the global & Indian Sports industry with emphasis on key
elements, trends and best practices from successful sports cities globally to leverage
learnings from case examples to develop the vision for Amaravati Sports City.
Tim McManus, Senior Advisor
McKinsey & Co
▪ Director for the development
and implementation of Gillette
Stadium and all associated
infrastructure

Hemant Dua, CEO, Delhi
Daredevils, GMR
▪ 18 years of Sports and Media
industry experience in
marketing, budget control,
strategic planning, program
implementation

Ravi Korukonda, COO & Cofounder X cube labs, PurpleTalk
 Startup founder with
experience Technology,
Telecom and Gaming

Jerald Morgan, Design Director,
CH2M
▪ Program manager overseeing
the design of stadium and
practice Facilities globally

Vision for Amaravati sports city can be attributed to the
success of 4 key pillars along with a few enablers

SPORTS

Create India's best integrated
sports facility with a view to become a talent factory for
Olympic Athletes and home to world class events including eventually the Olympics

A World class
facilities

▪ Multipurpose

stadium with
outdoor sports
facility, Olympics
village, etc.

▪ Medium-sized

stadium with
commercial,
residential area, etc.

B Health, wellness
and training

▪ Sports excellence

▪
▪
▪

centre (e.g.,
Victoria) with focus
on 4-5 sports
Rehabilitation
centre and HPSD1
Multipurpose
training campus
Virtual training
facility

C Events and
events
management

Sports culture/
D entertainment/
leisure

▪ Regional sports

▪ Collaboration with

▪

leagues
International
sporting events
eventually Olympics

▪

existing universities
for sports
Create education
and sports
awareness at grass
root (e.g., Stanford
University)

▪ Sports culture – Sports museum, Athleisure, Club membership, Sports education, Celebrate sports
▪ Livability – Initiatives to get Amaravati into top 10 most livable cities globally (High quality healthcare, clean air, houses across different
▪

affordability levels - wide variety of retail entertainment dining options, etc.)
Connectivity – International airport, connectivity to sports arenas in Amaravati

1 Health and Psychological Support Division
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Summary of the Government way forward (1/2)

SPORTS

▪

Multipurpose stadium - 20 acres : with sports arena & non sport elements to increase
financial viability

–

Premium sports based club; huge demand expected given lack of similar quality clubs
in capital region

–

Premium stadium view apartments (very few locations in the city will have such
vantage viewpoints)

–

High quality Retail, Entertainment & Dining (high demand based on survey of existing
residents of capital region
▪ Develop a sports excellence centre with a focus on 4-5 sports in collaboration with global
sports excellence centres (e.g., Victoria, Australia)
– Create best-in-class governing council, comprising of eminent sports personalities from
different states
– Encourage companies to sponsor sports infrastructure and upcoming athletes as a part
of CSR initiative

▪

Facilitate collaboration of existing universities like VIT, SRM etc. with global universities
with a rich legacy of sports e.g. Stanford, UCLA
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Health City

HEALTH

Introduction & overall context of the global & Indian health industry with emphasis on key
elements, trends and best practices from successful Health cities globally. Leveraging
learnings from case examples to develop vision for across multiple elements of the health city
Joy Chakraborty, COO Hinduja
Hospitals
▪ 20+ years of experience in

handling large scale operations
across healthcare & hospitals in
India

Vishal Bansal, CEO,
Healthcare Angel Network
▪ Ex-CEO, HealthStart (India’s 1st
accelerator program dedicated to
startups)
▪ Experience of working in Public
Healthcare Consulting, working on
projects with Bill & Melinda Gates
Foundation, World Bank & several
state Govt. in India

Bhaskar Bollineni, MD, KIMS
▪ Head of Cardiothoracic and
Cardiovascular Surgery at KIMS
▪ 25 years+ experience in health
sector

Ashokvardhan Chordiya, Founder, La
santé Enterprises (Healthcare
Consultancy)
▪ Ex-Vice Chairman & CEO, SMART
Health City, New Delhi
▪ Ex- Chief Operating Officer, Global
Hospitals Group and NMC Healthcare
▪ Ex-Director Fortis Memorial Research
Institute

HEALTH

Pillars of the Amaravati Health City

To become the top 3 healthy cities and medical tourism
destinations in the world, anchored on excellence in health,
research, innovation and education

 Diagnostic Labs

2 Wellness and
Alternative
Medicine
 Wellness
Center

 Blood/Organ
Donation banks

 Yoga &
Meditation

 Chemists

 AYUSH
hospital

1 Health Care
Delivery
 Hospitals

 Resorts, Spas

Medical
Education
and Research
 Medical College
3

 Nursing
Colleges
 Training
institutes
 Research
Center

Enabling Healthy Lifestyle: Cycles, Organic food
Preventing disease and accidents: Clean air, safe roads
6

Support Companies: Health Insurance

4 Healthcare IT
/Healthcare
startups
 Tele-medicine
 Innovation hub

5

Senior
Homes

 Senior
Homes

Government Action Plan: 2021

HEALTH

Create Demand from Medical Toursim




Facilitate MoUs/Agreements with countries such as Bangladesh, Afghanistan, Middle East and African
nations to ensure their government sponsored treatments happen in Amaravati
Develop a cohesive marketing campaign to promote Amaravati as a preferred destination for medical and
wellness tourism and launch a medical tourism portal for convenience of travel
Send a proposal to GoI to set-up a separate immigration centers and facilitating desks at Vijayawada
airport and ensure direct flights for medical tourists visiting Amaravati

Build high quality health ecosystem



Reimburse cost of accreditation for hospitals for international accreditations like Joint Commission
International, and National accreditations like National Accreditation Board for Hospitals (NABH)
Provide incentives for the best doctors and medical talent to come to Amaravati

Promote Medical Research in Amaravati
Set-up a dedicated research fund to promote research in areas such as genome, cancer, diabetes,
nanotechnology, to fund the research and develop infrastructure (labs) and set-up a co-investment fund to
fund healthcare
Leverage
the healthstart-ups
ecosystem to build senior homes and assisted living




Invite top developers to build senior homes and assisted living in a dedicated land parcel of 20- 30 acres
identified by APCRDA

Create one body to promote collaborations between start-ups, academia and hospital collaboration


Government body that acts as a central database of information and requirements for all bodies
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Amaravati – The Knowledge economy
Introduction & overall context of the global & Indian Knowledge industry with emphasis on
key elements and best practices from successful knowledge cities globally to leverage
learnings from examples to develop the vision for multiple elements of the knowledge city
Srini Raju, Chairman, Sri City
▪ Involved in mentoring next
generation entrepreneurs, he
plays an active role in building
educational institutions of higher
learning

Anand Sudarshan, Former MD,
Manipal group
▪ Heads education business
initiatives of Manipal Education
and Medical Group

Pradeep Subramaniam, CEO &
Founder, GrowTech Innovations
▪ Head of Cardiothoracic and 23
years of R&D / Technology
development experience in
companies like Hitachi / LG / GE /
PepsiCo & Philips

Prashant Gupta, Senior director,
Cloud division Microsoft and Cofounder Microsoft accelerator,
India
▪ Expertise in education,
healthcare and agriculture space

Sasi Sunkara, Partner Mckinsey
▪ 18+ years of experience in
handling key government
clients in India

KNOWLEDGE

Knowledge City (60 minutes)

Available on VC

Sub-topic

Expert

Why

▪1

Overall context – Different Elements of
Knowledge, Key trends across elements and
Vision for Amaravati Knowledge City (15 mins)

•

•

18+ years' experience;
worked with various
Government organizations

Panel discussion with structured questions (30
mins) 15 mins x 3

Moderator: Sasi Sunkara

•

Involved with research in
Philips, GE and Pepsico

•

Funded and mentored next
generation entrepreneurs:
involved in building
educational institutes like
ISB, IIT

•

Involved with R&D related
to next gen technologies

•

Extensive experience in
academia, education
advisory and business

▪2

A
▪ What should Amaravati do to
become a start-up hub?

•

•
•

B
▪ How can Amaravati attract world class
private and university R&D centers?

Sasi Sunkara,
McKinsey & Co.
HOD ED, APCRDA

Pradip Subramaniam,
Former Director Philips
Electronics
Srini Raju, Chairman,
Sri City

• Prashant Gupta, Co▪ How can Amaravati attract international students to
C
founder Microsoft
the universities in Amaravati?
accelerator, India
▪

Anand Sudarshan,
Former MD Manipal
group
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KNOWLEDGE

Pillars of Knowledge City

Develop Amaravati Knowledge city (AKC) and Capital Region
into a world class knowledge impact hub by facilitating
knowledge creation for human advancement

1 Higher Education
• 2-4 universities in
global top 100
• 20-30% as
international
students
• Industry-University
partnership for
research

2 R&D Centers
• Foreign
universities’ and
corporate R&D
centers
• Set-up divisions of
Public sector R&D
centers

3 Skill Development
• Skills University in
partnership with
industry
• Set-up Entrepreneurship Development
Institute
• Implement technology
solutions to map job
seekers with employers

4 Start-ups
• Develop worldclass start-up hub
with end-to-end
ecosystem of
incubators/
accelerators/
investors

Talent – Professors, Trainers, Research Scholars, Mentor network and high quality schools
Quality living – Initiatives to get Amaravati into top 10 most livable cities globally
(High quality healthcare, clean air, houses across different affordability levels - wide variety of retail entertainment dining
options, high safety standards etc.)
Soft infrastructure – ISP providers, Satellite operator, CDN providers etc.
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KNOWLEDGE

Summary of the Government way forward
•

Invite proposals from industry/associations/philanthropists to set-up specialised universities in
Energy/Agriculture

•

Set-up a multi-disciplinary “Global Challenge Research Center” to work on issues such as poverty,
energy, health, agriculture, security though collaborations with industry and global universities
such as Cambridge, Univ. of Pennsylvania

−

Proposals to be sent to influential alumni groups of such universities

•

Set-up a research fund with a corpus of INR 50 Cr to fund research and related infrastructure and
INR 5 Cr co-investment fund

•

Develop a ‘Knowledge Park’ in 75 acres in phase-1 to house the MNC R&D centers, Global
Challenge Research Centers and incubation tower

•

Set-up Amaravati Education Alliance to attract International students and coordinate outreach

•

Establish Skills University and Entrepreneurship Development Institute in partnership with
industry to deliver self-employment training

•

Proposals to be sent to GoI organizations such as ICAR, DRDO and CSIR to set-up research labs

•

Develop a state of the art technology led employment exchange to facilitate employment
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Tourism City

TOURISM

Introduction & overall context of the global & Indian Tourism industry with emphasis on key
elements, trends and best practices from successful tourist cities globally. Leveraging learnings
from case examples to develop the vision for Amaravati Tourism City.
Subbu Narayanswamy,
Senior partner, McKinsey
▪ Supports infrastructure
rollout and city
development to deliver
multibillion dollar projects
at reduced time and cost

Abhijit Mukerji, Former
Executive Director Taj Hotels,
Resorts And Palaces
▪ Managing global operations
spanning 100 hotels spread
across the globe

Manosh De, Urban designer
and master planner, CH2M
▪ Extensive experience in
master planning and urban
strategy projects to
promote sustainable
development

Nalin A B., Co-Founder,
HolidaysWallet.com
▪ Extensive experience in
direct and online sales in
the Indian OTA Market and
has worked reputed
companies like Expedia,
Yatra, etc.

4 key pillars have been identified for the tourism city

TOURISM

Tourism city to become world’s most iconic
riverine tourism destination offering a compelling mix of rejuvenation
heritage, spirituality and nature amidst a vibrant & modern setting
A. Riverfront
development

B. Health and
wellness

C. Nature based
experiences

D. Heritage &
Culture

• River

• Holistic wellness

• Activities with a

• Showcasing

rejuvenation to
create it as the
center of urban
activity
including retail,
entertainment
and dining

resorts built on
the islands
offering physical
and spiritual
healing therapies

variety of
natural,
interactive
locations and
sports, exploring
the varied
landscape of
Amaravati

history, arts,
crafts, culture
and cuisine

• Places of

historical
significance

• Physical infrastructure- Improve airport connectivity; roads from source markets to destinations
• Regulatory changes- Defining right packages for private sector in terms of access to land, financing, tax rebates,
•

foreign ownership
Financial assistance- Assess the options to provide direct financial help or land donations especially for lower IRR
investments to reach accurate balance of tourist attractions

Government action plan: Soft and hard infrastructure
requirements are critical to enable the sector

TOURISM

• 1. Focus on river tourism, wellness, temple/heritage and adventure sport tourism Amaravati should be about authentic experiences
2. Start immediately with an iconic riverfront tourism project that includes f&b,
Retail, golf course on an island, boats, etc
3. Also explore long stay hotels and wedding destinations
4. Create an event calendar and an “incredible india” like marketing campaign
5. Ensure basics like security, air connections, healthcare, etc are in place
6. Launch a Buddhism plus wellness offering
7. Take advantage of existing assets like the Krishna river festival
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Start-up Area Development – Panel members.
Aman Kapoor, CEO, GMR Airport Land
Development
Over 20 years of real estate experience
across geographies, currently engaged
in land and development around Delhi,
Hyderabad and Goa airports
Khoo Teng Cheye, Executive
Director, Centre for Liveable Cities
Formerly CEO of the Urban
Redevelopment Authority,
Singapore among his various roles
and vast experience in urban
development

Benjamin Yap, CEO, Singapore
Consortium
Previously IE Singapore’s Group Director
for North and South Asia, recently the
chief executive officer of the to-be
formed Amaravati Development Partners

Maheedhar Reddy, CTO, Singapore
Consortium
Over 34 years core experience in
infrastructure and real estate
development and vast exposure to
world class design and construction
practices.

Prakash Gaur, CEO APUIAML
Over a decade experience in IL&FS
and PPP, he was involved in
conceptualizing GIFT city as the first
Smart city of India
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Amaravati Start-Up Area – Areas of Discussion
• What are the planning principles for building a Greenfield start-up area
• How to attract investments to a greenfield start- up area
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Amaravati Start- up Area - Recommendations
Discussion Areas

What are the planning
principles for building
a Greenfield start-up
area?

How to attract
investments to a
greenfield start- up
area?

Recommendations

•

World Class infra. to focus on Last mile Connectivity, Safety & security

•

Open public spaces must be characteristic of the area to enhance livability

•

The first 50 acres to be developed focusing on best standard of living to
bring jobs and consequently the resident population of Amaravati

•

As master developers, ADP must provide for optimal livability through
design and commercials through tapping in investment

•

Early investors , even if smaller in size, must be provided with world class
amenities to provide quality living to population

•

Silicon valley success- Ensure knowledge hubs are created which would
nurture the start-up environment.
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Thank You.
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